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This is not -the movement of a turbulent populace,
OLD TIMES
excited by the fresh laurels of some recent conqueror.
IMtAXA AST3SÏ.SS,
Some 40 years since, a Selkerkshire farmer,
It is a grave, moral, and intellectual impulse.
a great original in his way, and remarkable
A whole people in the enjoyment of freedom, as
PORTLAND, AUGUSt 31.
PUBLISHED BY
perfect as the condition of our nature permits, recur
for Iris fondness for a “big price” for every
LA FAYETTE’S VISIT TO PORTLAND.
with gratitude, increasing with the daily increasing
JMES K. REMICH.
thing attended at Langholm fair, and, not
On Teusday last the citizens of this town met at
Conditions—50 per annum, if paid in the withstanding his parsimonious habits, actual the Court House, pursuant to public notice, tQ make sense of their blessings, to the memery of those, who,
by their labours and in their blood, laid the foundations
course of the year. And no papers discontinued until ly sold Iris lambs to a perfect stranger upon arrangements for inviting LA FAYETTE to visit this of our liberties.
his simply promising to pay him punctually town. The Selectmen were appointed to extend the
Your name sir ; the name of LA FAYETTE is as
all arrearages are paid.
invitation, and a committee of fifteen was appointed sociated with the most perilous and most glorious pe
at the next market. On his return home, the to.make suitable arrangements for his reception. The
riods
of our revolutionwith the imperishable names
From the New-England Farmer.
farmer’s servants who regularly messed at invitation has been given, and the following result is
of WASHINGTON, and of that numerous host of
the same table, and seldom honoured Irim communicated by the Selectmen, from which it ap heroes which adorn the proudest Archives of AmeriBY T. G. FESSENDON.
with the name of Master, inquired, “ Well pears
----- -that the General will visit this . place. before
-----he
I can History, and are engraven in indellible traces on
___ the
’ _country, but
' ---------not. at ’the present time ; per- ; h h a
the whole £merican peOp|e.
'•Hailing food and. raiment, let us therewith be con Sandy, hae ye sell’t the lambs ?”—“Atwell 1leaves
hone---------------npvt eiimmer.
•
.
....
‘
i
haps
tent.
* not before next summer.
j
Accept, then, sir, in the sincere spirit, in which it
hae I, and I gat saxpence mair a head for
Art thou blest with foqd and raiment.
1 is offered, this simple tribute to your virtues.
them
than
ony
body
in
the
market.
”
“
And
Give God thunks for favors giveq ;
General LA FA1 ETTE.
j. Again, sir, the citizens 6f Boston bid you welcome
a’ wcel paid siller ?” “Na, the siller’s no ■ The Selectmen have rhe honor to communicate the ; to the cradle of American Independence and to scenes
GratiUide is all the payment
Thou canst make indulgent Heaven.
paid vet, dut is sure^nettch ”—“ Wha’syott> 'Answer of General LA FAYETTE to the invitation I consecrated with the blood shed by the earliest marmerchant, and what’s your security ?” Troth given him. in behalf of the citizens of Portland, to vis- : tyrs in its cause.
^Cloathing coarse, and scant subsistence,
FAYETTE’S REPLY,
I never spiered that, he’s a decent lookin’ jt this town, from which it will be seen, the citizens of j
Recompense which labor brings,
•
’.............................
of~ love and gratitude.,
which I have
man wi’ tap boots and bottle green coat.” The this place, as well as those in the other parts of i The emotions
With contentment make existence
the State will, at no distant period, have the , been accustomed to feel on my entering this city, have
Happier than the life of kings.
servants at this laughed outright, hnd taunN pleasure of tendering to the illustrious Guest, Friend I
ever mingled with a sense of religions reverence, for
ingly told Irim he would never get a farthing. and Benefactor of our common country, that respect the cradle of American, and let us hqpe it will be hereaf
Why in heaping useless treasures,
Sandy however, thought differently, and hav and veneration, which his distinguished merits and ter said of universal liberty.
.
Shorten life, and health destroy,
ing accidentally hurt Iris leg so as to prevent services so justly entitle him to from the hearts of a What must be, Sir, ipy feelings, at the Blessed moment,
Where’s the profit or the pleasure,
,
when, after so long an abscence, I find myself again
Hoarding what you ne’er enjoy
Iris travelling, lie sent a shepherd to Lang grateful people.
by the gbod citizens of Boston, when f am
holm, with instructions to look for a man
with* Answer of General LA FAYE TTE, to the in- surrounded
Why, for Mam men’s paltry proffers,
’ ' _
so affectionally, so honourably welcomed, not only by
S S
*J J *
/•
St' J. i 1
a bottle green coat, whotri be was
---tl 11 V' lit? |
Sell thyself to sin a slave ?
old friends, but by several successive generations;
vitatwnfrom Portland.
Can the wealth, which swells thy coffers,
said, to find standing near a certain sign.— ]
when I can witness the prosperity,—the immense im
Boston, August 27,1824.
Buy exemption from the grave ?
The shepherd did as he was bid, and strange ; Sir—When I had the heartfelt gratification to em provements, that have been the just reward of a noble
struggle, virtuous morals and truly republican institu
to
say,
discovered
a
person
standing
at
the
|
j
bark
on
this
happy
visit
to
the
United
States,
I
antici

Since the thread of life is brittle
the pleasure to pay my respects to the citizens tions.
identical spot, who, on learning his errand, pated
f
Heed the poet’s moral song,
I beg of you Mr. Mayor, gentlemen of the City
“ Man in this world needs but little,
inquired kindly for Iris master, and paid him cof the,State of maine, and the town of Portland. That Council, and all of you, beloved citzens of Boston, to
not but be confirmed by,the kind and
And that little needs not Jong.”
the money to the utmost farthing Sandy, intention
’flattering could
accept the respectful and warm thanks of a heart which
invitation you have been pleased to transmit.
who piqued himself on physiognomy heard jI much regret that previous engagements, and the has for nearly half a century, been particularly devoted
Wants by luxury created—
the news without emotion, and merely said propriety
,
All of artificial kind,
not, to defer for a long time my journey to to your illustrious city.
The following is the address ®f the Governor ot
By indulgence never sated,
the seat of goverment at Washington City
“ I wad at ony time trust mair to look than wards
,
Massachusetts on receiving General La Fayette at
Weaken ami debase the mind.
make
it
impossible
for me, at this moment, to indulge
word, and when I saw Lolley smelling abuut 1
the
State House.
Sir, our Friend.—In the name of the government
him so kindly, I kent well eneugh be could my
! eager desire to visit the town of Portland. But
To the hardy child of nature.
on my return to this part of the Union, and most cer
Decent clothes and frugal fare,
na be a scoundrel.”
.
J tainly before I leave the American shore, I shall have and in behalf of the citizens of Massachusetts, I have
the honor to greet you with a cordial, an affectionate
Finnish pure.enjoyment gieater
On another occasion Sandy, who had a the
,
honor, personally to offer to the citizens of Port
Than the pamper’d monarchs share.
welcome.
the tribute of my respect and gratitude.
brother settled as a respectable merchant in land,
J
We thank God who has been pleased to preserve
Gold by avarice that’s hoarded,
Edinburgh, conceived the whim of present- II Be pleased, Sir, to accept my respectful acknowl youthrough the scenes of peril, and of suffering,
edgements and regardMight as well be jn the mine ;
which have distinguished your patriotic and eventful
mg
him with a very fine fat tup, tire flesh of 1
LA FAYETTE.
Wealth, that’s generously afforded,
life, and that we are indulged with this occasion of re
which, at certain seasons, is known to make
Isaac Adams, Esq. Chair
Can alone be counted thine.
newing to you, pur grateful acknowledgements for
most excellent hams. Early one morning, man of the Selectmen of the r
the important services, which you have rendered to
Then if blest with food and raiment,
j
therefore, the ram with his legs tied, was town of Portland.
our common country.
Let thy gratitude be shown,
tumbled into the cart, and, on arriving at his ,
In the last surviving Major General of the Ameri
*No man’s merits as a claimant,
» THE GUEST OF THE NATION”
can revolutionary Army, we recognize a benefactor
quarters in the Candlemaker-row, the eccenGive a right to these alone.
and friend from a distant and gallant nation ; who in
! trie driver far from committing the extrava
We have never before seen, (says the Eastern Ar spired by a love of liberty, subjected himself, in his
gance of hiring a porter, hoisted the airin]?,! gus.) a ingle name and a single individual occupy ybuth, to the toils and hazards of a military life, in
MisccAVaneous.
- on Iris own brawny shoulders and hied him So large a portion of the public papers in the country, support of our rights. Under our illustrious Wash
From the Nnshville, ÇTenn.f Whig.
away to his brother’s residence. On the door as the “ Guest of the nation,” the illustrious La Fay- ( ington you were instrumental in establishing the liber
being opened by a good looking maiden, he ette does at the present time. After spending a few ties of Our country, while your gallantry in the field,
days^t New-Yoik,he proceeded to the northward secured to yourself an imperishable renown.
WHAT I'VE SEEN.
briefly inquired “ binny is my Billy in ?” through
Connecticut, Rhpde Island, and Massachu
With the enjoyment of the blessings of indepen
J huve seen worth humbled, and unworthi “ Your Billy !” said the lass, “ wha is t’ye setts. On Teusday last he entered Boston, on dence,
we shall never cease to associate the name of
ness exalted : yea, even so, that the last was want sir ?” “ 1 want my Billy, or my blith Wednesday attended Commencement at Cambridge, La Fayette, and our prayers to heaven will be for his
er, I tell ye, giff ye ken that ony better.” Thursday he ‘pent the forenoon in Boston and the af health and prosperity.
first and the first was last.
I have seen men of little intrinsic merit, The girl retreated a few paces, and told her ternoon in Cambridge to attend the exercises of the
REPLY OF LA FAYETTE.
Phi Betta Kappa Society ; Friday he visited Charles
Sir—When in the name of the people and govern
rising on the tide of fortune, Rnd running with master that there was a daft man at the town, Bunker Hill, the Navy Yard, &c. dined with
the popular current of the day, untill by dint door inquiring for his Billy, with a big sheep Gov. Eustis, and Saturday was to dine with the late ment of this.State, your Excellency is pleased so kind
ly to welcome an American veteran, I am proud to
of imprudence and perseverance, they’ve on Iris back. The merchant guessed in an , Gov. Brooks. On Sunday he was to pay a visit to the ! share
the honour: and enjoyments of such a reception,
instant the quality of his visitor, but being aged ex-president Adams, at Quincy. Yesterday, with my revolutionary companions and brother sol
grown into consequence.
I have seen those who were the least effi engaged at the time, he desired that the stran Monday, there was to be a grand review of troops in diers.
the vicinity of Boston, at which La Fayette was to be
Sir, I am delighted with what I see ; I am oppres
cient in time of danger, most boisterous on ger might be shown into the parlor. The present. The arrangements as given in the papers,
wailing woman, however looked so sulky and for his future movements, are, to leave Boston, break sed with what 1 feel ; but I depend upon you, as an
the subject of military achievements.
friend, to do justice to my sentiments.
I have seen persons far more attentive to suspicious, that Sandy determined to “ hae fast at Marblehead, dine at Salem, pass the night at oldThe
following incidents are related in the Cen.
the concerns of their neighbours, than their nae comings and gaining wi’ her
so that Newburyport; on Tuesday visit Portsniquth, and the tinel
next
day
return
to
Boston,
pass
through
Massachu

own, and prying into private affairs for the in place of leaving his burden in the kitchen
On Thursday, the General was waited on by Depu
and Connecticut, by the way of Lexington, Lan tations from Newport, from Biown University, (invihe edged it through the lobby in a very hand setts
worst of purposes.
caster and Hartford, and arrive at N. York on the
I have seen, stupidity allied to wealth, some sitting room. Here he rested for a few $th of Sept. He is expected to proceed immmediate- , ting him to attend Commencement on Wednesday
' next) from Lynn, &c. by the Government of the Masproducing a display of splendid ignorance, minutes, and wishing to show his present to ly to Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.
i sachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association (to invite
We doubt whether any person ever received more ’ him to to a public collation ;) and by others. He af
the best advantage, he set about unloosing
highly disgusting to a sound judgment.
unanimous
and
hearty
plaudits
from
a
greatful
people
1 have seen an affectation of benevolence the fetters of the ram, muttering to himself,
terwards repaired to the Doric Hall of the State
than La Fayette is now receiving.—Wherever he goes House, where nearly two thousand citizens, of all procovering ti e lowest cunning and darkest in “ puir beast, 1’se warrands your legs are gye the
whole population rises with one voice to hid him
anQ
LU him,
and conaiUon
conditions, were
were presented to
trigue : yea, verily, a wolf in sheep’s clothing. tier—for this is nae like scampering about welcome.—National salutes are fired, ates are il um - ■ fessions,’ ages
uonately shook
' with each 8off whom he affec
affectionately
shook hands,
hands.
I have seen a little animal so inflated with the hills.”- Thus emancipated, the aston
nated, triumphal arches are raised flowers are scatterdlstinction were among the number,
humWe
inte
m ^eroes of the
pride as to be almost full to bursting. It re ished tup began to make a survey of the a- ed in his path, veteran wornors who were his compan- ;
sembled a man too!
partineut, and fixing his kindling eyes on a tons in arms haster.to look upon him once more before RevoJution took thisoccasion t0 welcome their good
I have seen men put on airs of war and large antique mirror, he made a sudden bolt they die, and children are lisping in extacy the name . olJ G.enera|> Numerous incidents in this scene
Fayette.
.... , . , .
f. • | brought tears from many manly eyes.—One decripit
bloodshed who would almost run from a lizard. at the wooly antagonist who glared at him LaThe
papers are almost filed with the accounts of his :
crwche
recognized by the General,
I have seen men who were “all things unto from within, as if equally anxious to come to’ reception at the various places he has visited, and of , as a
anion in arms at the memorable onset at
others were recalled to recollection by tall men,” and I have seen all men suspicious the scratch. The crash was dreadful ; and the ceremonies observed, and incident that occur■ .
a). Monmoui/1 t BrandyWine, at West-Point, at
of them.
the glass was shivered in a thousand pieces, wherever he goes. The following selections occupy
as much room as we can spare to day for this subject. . Sara^ and other places> 3^^ as belonging to
I have seen men strive to exalt one whom not a few of which, as they escaped from the
The
following
inscription
was
suspended
from
an
the
light
army which “th£ Marquis” commanded in
they knew to be unworthy, merely for the irame, rattled about the ears of the astonish
. ---------- r.L1780, 81, &c. The hands of all these he seized with
purpose of depressing a rival.
ed farmer, who swathing for fear, seemed the arch across one of the streets in Boston.
the most affectionate cordiality, frequently repeating,
“ WELCOME LA FAYETTE,’’ “ O ! my brave Light Infantry !” “ My gallant sol
I have seen enough of this wicked world, its very counterpart of the messenger who
actings and doings, to cause me to exclaim in
diers 1” “ Excellent troops W ^c. One inquired,
“The fathers, in glory shall sleep,
“ Drew Priam’s curtain at the dead of night,
“ Is my old Colonel, Gimat, alive?” Alas naP
the language of the black man, “white folks And told him half his Troy was burned.”
“ That gathered with thee to the fight,
replied the General. Another (C/pt. Henry Purvery unsartin.”
JERE. SEE-ALL.
“ But the Sons will eternally keep
Not contented with this exploit, the tup

SEMMBUNK GAZETTE.

William Penn and Thomas Story travel
ling together in Virginia, were caught by a
shower of pain and unceremoniously sheltered
themselves Prom it in a tobacco house ; the
owner of which happening to be within it, ac
costed them with “Vou have a great deal of
impudence to trespass on my premises—you
enter without leave—do you know who I am ?
To which was answered, no. “ Why then
I would haye you to know I am a justice of
the peace
to which Thomas Story replied
my friend here makes such things as thee—he
is the Governor of Pennsylvania.” The great
man quickly abated his haughtiness.
.
HOW TO INSURE HAPPINESS.

Sigismund, Emperor of Germany, being one
day asked what was the surest method of remain
ing happy in'this world, replied—Only do in
health what you have promised to do when you
were sick.

turned suddenly round and again espying Iris
shadow in the glass facings of the chimney,
he cxeculed a second assault with all the fury,
and success of the first.—The noise of these
explosions brought the merchant to the room
sooner than he intended, and aware as he was
that something had happened, he was scarce
ly prepared for the singular sight that pre
sented itself; his chairs upset, and tables
covered with a shower of glass ; Iris brother
trembling like a condemned criminal, and a
gigantic ram striding in all the pride of vic
tory over every dart of his fine Brussels car
per. At first he d——d the ram and all connected with Irim ; but speedily recovering Iris
good humour, he gave his hand to Iris Billy,
exclaiming “ well well, Sandy, it cant be
helped now—but you will admit that 1 have
paid for my j)reseni, and that the value ot the
mirrors, 30 good guineas, is not a bad price
for a moorland tup.”
Dumfries Courier.

kett) introduced himself, as one of the only two.
“ The tablet of gratitude bright.
survivors of the 2d regiment of Light Dragoons of the
army; when the General remaned, that he was hap
“ We bow not the neck, and we bend not the knee,
Butodr hearts, L A ^.YETTE we surrender to thee. py in seeing so respectable a/eliot of that fine corps
alive. Numerous other incidents of the kind occurThe following is the address of the mayor of Boston j ro(j The pen of a Sterne alone could do justice to
to La Fayette, on his entering the city :'
{r ujciiu
.....................
........................
i uje
their
merit. acvci<u
Several ui
of vuv
the veterans
who
kissed the
Sir—The citizens of Boston welcome you, on your hafids of their General, were so absorded by their
return to the United State? ; mindful of your early zeal fee}ingSj that their tongues refused their offices ; and
in the cause of American Independence ; grateful for i as the^
si|ent(y on> the big round tear stood
your distinguished share, in the perils and glories of trembiing ¡n eyes which never wink’d amidst the rage
its achievement.
’ and carnage of the battle ground. We cannot omit
When, urged by generous sympathy, you first land- on< othef inci(]ent> evincive of the genuine republicaned on these shores, you found a people, engaged in 1. ism of our distinguished Guest.—At a humble disdis
an arduous and eventful struggle for liberty, with ap- ■i tance, and alone, an old and venerable black man,
parrently inadequate means and amidst dubious o-1! (named John Harrison) approached the General, bowmens. After the lapse of nearly half a century, you j ed, and expressed his wish to embrace the hand of
find the same people, prosperous beyond all hope and I| the friend of human kind, and whom he had the honall precedent; their liberty secure; sitting in its i or. he said, to wait upon, when he resided at the
strength without fear and without reproach.
|' house of Mr.
in Boston.—The General instant
In your yquth, you joined the standard of three ■ ly accepted his hand ; and to the pious aspiration of
millions of people, raised in an unequal and uncertain i, the descendant of Africa, “ that God wou d long conconflict. In your advanced age, you return and are \j tinue him happy in thu World, and blfss 'him in a
met by Ten Millions of people, their descendants, Worig to comef retUrned thanks for his kind wishes,
whose hearts throng hither to greet your approach and I
incidetlt occasiOned very rapturous plaudits from
numerous-----------spectators of it*
The venerable
1 " ’
to rejoice in” it.

and rd
that vii
wilì distin- take pl
l>,t, will
"l ... „.»nlllJl
even in il
argot"«“18
Ì',ÌW K HWbunk.fr"'” persons
louage.
and tat
kindled
^'beirargu»'8«- images
fire.”
aristocr
The bui
powder,
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John KneelAnb, Esq. of Andover, in presenting his
hand, offered up ascriptions of praise to heaven tor
the preservation cf a life so dear to the Friends of Lib
erty in both Hemispheres.

from the change—For the course of conduct the
CorruptM ' Unparalled.
citizens of Alfred are pursuing for the purpose of
We were never more surprized, than when we re obtaining votes for that place in regard to the
■GAOL.
'
ceived the following certificates. It seemed to us Court Question is shocking to every feeling of
In the observations which have appeared in the Ga
scarcely possible, that any one could be found so base; honour and humanity.—It sets at defiance every
zette on the court question webelieve it has been proved
, sentiment of religion, virtue and liberty which a
and unprincipled, as. to undertake to obtain votes oa
satisfactoi il y that a new gaol was unnecessary, piovided
free republican people ought to cherish as the
FOR PRESIDENT,
any question, by such sordid and unworthy means.
' dearest and greatest of blessings___ Where can we
the Courts were located at Kennebunk ; and that
Hon. JOHN .QUINCY
Such a gross insult to the understandings of a virtuous
find a respectable, a thinking, or virtuous man aif one should be adjudged necessary, the present
and enlightened people was perhaps never before offer mong us, who would not shrink at the idea of hi»
VICE PRESIDENT,
public buildings.in Alfred and York, would be amply
ed in this section of our country. And a cause which vote, his opinion being purchased by ardent spirit.
Hon. JOHN
CALHOUN.
sufficient to defray every expense attending its erec
would require the aid of such means,-must be a vile Where is there a sober or serious man, who would
tion. Both of these propositions the people of Alfred
cause indeed. What man is there in this county, who not detest the supporters of a cause which was so
ELECTORS AT LARGE FOR MAIA'E.
have invariably denied, and have laboured hard to
has
heretofore been in favor of Alfred, but must feel desperate as to need the aid of intoxication to be
Hon. THOMAS FlLLEBROWN,
make it appear to the people, that if the courts should
a deep mortification that he. has been found in the wilder the senses before they would vote in their
Hon. JAMES CAMPBELL.
be removed here, the public must expect to be saddled
ranks of those, who have enlisted themselves on the favour ? yet however wicked, however appalling
I with an expense of erecting, a jail, not less than ten
to liberty and humanityit may appear, such is the
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
side of that town. We cannot find language sufficient
| thousand dollars. We believe now that the people
conduct and the course the dignified, the honourable
Hon.
BURLEIGH. i will be fully satisfied of the truth of what we have sta ly strong, to express the feelings which have been ex gentlemen of ¿Alfred are pursuing to gain the votes
cited in us by this discovery. We lament exceeding
of the County for the location of the Courts in
ted on this subject. We here present them with a
ly, although this developement must produce a pow that town.—-Tremble liberty—blush humanity, ac
STATE NOMINATION.
good Bond for the erection of a gaol at Kennebunk.
erful re action in favor of Kennebunk, that any man or the depravity of the Alfred faction—And by your
FOR GOVERNOR,
And they are now secured against any expense arising
body of men could have been found in the county of independence in giving your votes for Kennebunk
from the location .of the Courts in this place. It is
Hon. ALBION
PARRIS.
York, so abandoned to every noble and virtuous prin on the second Monday of September instant; con
optional with them to give to us the public buildings
SENATORIAL CAN!) IRA EES.
ciple, as to resort to a measure, which every honest vince the Lawyers and Office holders of Alfred
on the condition that we erect a gaol, or to dispose of
Hob. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick.
citizen must regard with abhorrance and detestation. that you are not to be deceived by falsehood, in
them for their own benefit, and put the proceeds into
GEORGE SCAMMON, Esq. Saco.
Regard for the gentleman who has been the agent timidated by threats, or bought with ruqn.—•Thai
the Treasury for future use.
you are yet fi t-emeu and worthy the name of Ame
JOHN U, PARSONS, Esq. Parsmsfield.
in this business, induces us to era^e his name fronf thc
ricans.
ELECTOR OF PRESIDENT.
certificates. But if the people of Alfred undertake to
Col. NATHANIEL HOBBS, of Berwick.
deny that any one of their townsman has been acces
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
sary to this transaction, in our next we shall publish
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
the certificates, with the name of the gentleman, as
There are those men on earth so blinded
HSTOW AIrL
BY THESE PRES
we received them.
ents, that we Joseph Thomas, Joseph Storer,
to their interest that when in possession of
If Mr.'.Crawford’s friends would deal a
Mr. Rankins is a respectable young man ; a gentle
John Hovey and Michael Wise Esquires all of
what they most wish to retain, still they grasp
little mere in facts, and less in assertions
Kennebunk in the county of York and State of man of unimpeachable veracity ; and there cannot be a
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at objects beyond their reach, and in the guilty
without facts, they might be entitled to some
Maine, and Isaac Lord of Effingham inT the shadow of doubt of the truth of what he has stated.
desire and unlawful pursuit of such, loose both
credit with the people. We were told Iasi
county of Strafford and State of New-Hamp
I JOHN RANKINS, of Lebanon, in the the advantage which they hoped to gain and
winter that Mr. Crawford’s election was
shire, Esquire, are hol'den and stand firmly County of York, do say that in a conversation with
the enjoyment of that, of which they might
certain, that he was sure of New-York, Vir
bound and obliged unto Henry Smith Esq. Ebenezer Lord, son of John Lord of said Leba
have still remained in the possession.
ginia, North-Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana,
Treasurer of said county of York, in the sum non, he informed me that------------------------ , Esq,
These remarks will very aptly apply to
part of Maryland, Delaware, New-Jersey,
of twenty thousand dollars, to be paid to the of Alfred, had left eight dollars with his father
the
people of Alfred.—Take a view of their
New-Hampshire and Maine. Now that vilsaid Henry Smith, or his successor in said office, to pay him for his trouble in turning out voters and
lany has in tbcii opinion accomplished what
for the use of the said county of York. To treating those who Would vote for Alfred on the proceedings with regard to the courts, for
the three last years, and it will be seen, that
they declared before to be certain, to wit, the
the which payment well and truly to be made,
court question—and Captain Wentworth of this
their wild and unbounded ambition to build
adheisan of New-York to their faction, they
we bind ourselves, our heirs executors and ad
town also informed me that he heard Mr. John
stun us with the cry of the increasing prospect
ministrators, firmly by these presents. Seal Lord tell Mr.----------- that he could not take themselves upon the ruins of others and not
of Mr. Crawford. If they were certain be
ed with our seals. Dated the first day of Sep this trouble for nothing (that is to turn out the being content with what they had already
fore, are they more certain now ; or were all
tember, in the year of our Lord, one thousand voters,) and he saw Mr,----------- give the said inquired, (more by knavery than honesty,)
eight hundred and twenty four.
their statements previous to this false ? Al
has been the ultimate cause of the complete
Lord something which he supposed was money,
detection of their schemes, and consequently
though they boast of having gained N. York ;
JOHN RANKINS.
THE
Concltion
of
this
Obligation
is
of their ruin.
gained what they have lung claimed as their
Witness, Alvah Champion.
such, that WHEBEAS, by a resolve of the
own, they say nothing of their losses. 'I'hey Legislature of the said State of Maine, the people
We should be sorry to see the “ ruin" so
Lebanon Sept. I, 182-^.
tell you nothing of the loss of North-Caroli of the county of York are on the second Monday
“ total ’ as has been foretold would bo the
na, Delaware, N. Jersey, Louisiania or N. of September current to give in their votes on the
EBENEZER PIERCE of Lebanon in the case, should the courts be removed from Al
Hampshire, and but little of Maine. The question “ Shall all the Judicial Courts and coun county of York, says that in a conversation with fred ;—but wo can only lament that their
truth is they are not sure of New-York. A ty offices be located at Alfred or Kennebunk ?” Gurshem Lord, brother to John Lord of said own shortsighted policy has turned against
gentleman of that State who has not yet taken if a majority of the said votes on said day shall be Lebanon he informed me that he was knowing to them. If some individuals in Alfred should
ground for either of the candidates, states in favor of the location at said Kennebunk, and in ------------------------ , Esq. of Alfred leaving a sum of suffer let it bo remembered that their intriguethat the House of Assembly did not vote to consequence thereof, the Legislature of the Said money with his brother for the purpose of treating ing schemes, and domineering ambition, have
vote for Alfred on the court wrought this catastrohe.-—They can blame
adjourn until it was ascertained that there State of Maine shall pass an Act that all the Ju- those . who would
.
was a decided majority in the Legislature op dicial Courts and County Offices shall be located qu«h°n eketion day.
none but themselves for what has happened»
Mr.
Pierce
declines
signing the above, but I — I hey can look back on the course they
posed to Mr. Crawford. They were recent at said Kennebunk ; and if the inhabitants of the
heard
him
say
that
the
above
was
substantially
corly as sjuie, according to their statement of said caunty of York shall give unto us the said Jo
have pursued not w ith feelings of conscious
JOHN RANKINS.
Maine, as they are of N. York now, yet there seph Thomas, Joseph Storer, John Hovey/Mi redtinnocence but with far different sensations,
Witness, Alvah Champion,
is not a county in the State in which they chael Wise and Isaac Lord, our heirs or assigns, a
sensations produced by the rememberance of
Lebanon
Sept.
1.
1824.
dare offer an avowed Crawfordite to the good and sufficient deed of all the right and title
ibe unjust measures they have taken to exalt
Fellow Citizens.
people as a candidate f(H* elector. They talk of said county to the present court house, fire-proof
themselves by attempting to deprive others of
What think you of this ? Have we made such rights, as good and as highly valued as their
of New-Hampshire, which State in parcelling | building and gaol in Alfred, and to all the land
x was placed
' in
T John
’ " Holmes
1
• ’ Principality
• ** •out,
UIlderand adjoining the same, and also the court rapid strides in the road of corruption as to have own.-—Little did the people of Alfred imagina
as a kind province to the great state of Maine, house in York and the land under and adjoining reached already the boundary of that state of when laying plans for the ruin of the tow n of
in which be has appointed Isaac Hill his Lieu the same, on or before the first day of July eigh Rome—the last stage of her Republic when Cesar York, by taking away their courts, thaf the
tenant. Hill talks mm h of Mr. Crawford’s teen hundred and twenty five, and of the gaol with his army—Pompey with his popular laws—- ruin intended lor them would burst upon their
in York aforesaid and the land under and ad
prospect in N. Hampshire when he and his
own heads—but thus it has happened ; the
joining the same, on or before the first day of July Crassus with his abundant wealth and others with
Dictator well know that the Legislature of •
gull-trap set for others has unluckily caught
eighteen hundred and twenty-seven ; Then if we empty flattery and false promises—aspiring after
that State with an unanimity unexampled, the said Joseph Thomas, Joseph Storer, Michael
their own fingers. Thu people of this comi
recommended John Q, Adams to the people Wise, Isaac Lord and John Hovey shall procure honour and renown, purchased the suffrages of ty are well aware of the enormous expense
as a candidate for the Presidency and also a a good and sufficient deed in fee to the said ¡coun the ignorant, indigent and vicious men, to ac incured by them in holding the courts at Al
list ofcandidates for Elector which Mr. Hill ty of York of a suitable piece of land in said Ken quire a temporary name ? When we see men among fred, where every advantage has been taken
dares not attack* and against which he nor nebunk, not less than one half of an acre, and shall
to pocket money at the public cost.—And the
us who after having given up their characters,
l.i » fi ¡ends dare not put up another list, well cause to be erected thereon for the use of said
people are now determined to correct this atheir
integrity
and
their
consciences,
and
are
now
knowing that nine tenths of the people in that county of York as its sole and absolute property,
buse ol privilege, by giving it to those who
S-tBfo will support the Adams ticket.
within two years from the time appointed by law willing to sacrifice their wealth and their fortunes will better discharge their trust. The in
It Mr. Crawford’s election is any thing for the location of the said courts and county offi to gain (in comparison with the consideration habitants of Kennebunk have generously of
like certain let them come out and tell us ces in said Kennebunk, a suitable Goal and Goal which they pay for its attainment) a mere “shadow fered to present the county with a good and
where he is to obtain his votes ; let them House, for the safe keeping of Prisoners and the of a shade”-—when things come to this pass, have substantial court house free of all expense,
name the States and parts of States in which accommodation of the Goalet, of the following
and for the sole use and benefit of the county,
Mr. Crawford is to have his support, and description ; viz. The House to be thirty-eight we not reason to be filled with gloomy forebodings and are bound i|i bonds that are good, and
and
dreadful
apprehensions
for
the
future
?
__
Will
feet
long
and
twenty-five
feet
wide,
two
stories
state some well grounded reason for the opin
which any man of common sense knows to
io«, (for without circumstances to support, high, with an entry way to pass through near the you tamely submit yourselves as victims to the be sufficient for the due performance of their
their assertions are not worth a straw.) and middle of the building : The Goal part for pris subserviency of such men and measures, and with promise ; and it is for the inforest of tho
then see whether Mr. Crawford has gained or oners to be built with Stone containing three apart humble submission kiss the rod which is to be the county to accept this, even if there were no
lost since- his nomination by a Caucus of six ments, each, to be not less than thirteen feet by
other reasons for removing the courts from
instrument of your destruction ?
ty-two. Give, us facts, we do nut believeJive twelve feet, with a suitable chimney and fire-places,
Alfred. This is the w’ish of the county, and
with iron doors and iron grates. The other part Fellow Citizens,
■ninths of your assertions.
let not a few aspiring men presume to opposa
of the Hoose to be built of wood, and to contain
As anxious as we the people of Kennebunk are, the public good, if their own interest should
BUXTON,
at least two rooms in the lower story, and three
to have the Courts, we pray Heaven to deliver us come in competition with that of the county,
-——-=>:oì>-o :<-•=■——rooms in the upper story, with a chimney and fireFrom
the use of any such means to obtain them. let their own be sacrificed ; they must learn
The ship Columbus, lately launched near places, with a cellar under the same, with a prop
Quebec, measures 3690 tons. The tonnage er number of doors and windows, with a roof We confess we want them, and we ask your votes, to be servants of the people, and not the mas
ofthe Prince Regent, carrying 132 guns, over the whole building. All to be built in a if you can conscientiously give us them—But we ters ; if they would preserve the confidence
of their fellow citizens, they must so conduct
said to be the largest ship in thè British na strong and substantial workman-like manner, and
want them upon no other conditions than that
vy, or any others, is 2620. It is computed finished off in a plain style, within two years as whichconscier.ee would approve and reason justi as to produce that result, it will not be pre
served by acting in direct contrariety to tbs
aforesaid
after
the
Judicial
Courts
and
Ceiwity
that the Columbus will carry 9600 tuns of
timber. She is owned by a company of gen Offices shall be established at Kennebunk, then fy.—Self-defence is one of the first laws of nature, wishes of the county, or by thinking only of
tlemen in Scotland. It is stated in the Que this obligation to be void and of none effect: Oth and if in our zeal in this question, we have swerv their personal aggrandizement. The Junto
bec Gazette, that another vessel of the same erwise, if the law shall be passed locating the ,said ed from the path of truth and candour, we say, of Alfred have endeavoured by threats and
description is soon to be laid down. The Courts and County Offices in said Kennebunk, that we have not done it wilfully, knowingly or promises to frighten or gull the people to their
views, but, fellow citizens despise them both ;
launching of (he Columbus was effected with and the deeds of the said buildings shall he so giv intentionally.
en by the said inhabitants to the said obligors on
fear not their threats, nor be gulled by their
entire success. The ways took lire, and the
or before the said times within mentioned, this
promises;
for the former they are not able,
fire communicated to the chips in the ship
obligation is to b.e in full force and virtue.
We would inform the writer in the “ Star," and the latter they do not mean io perform.
yard, but it was soon extinguished. The
Sealed and delivered
JO S E PH T H0M A S. over the signature of “ Fact'" that his assertions They ere the last resort of a desperate cause ;
ship was towed immediately after being in presence of us
JOSEPH STSRER. relative to the statement being false as it regards as desperate diseases require desperate rem
launched, to the falls of Montmorenci, about
a certain Esquire boasting that he could purchase
PUTNAM HARTSHORN, I JOHN HOVEY,
six miles below the city. She draws -only nath’l. m. TOWLE. J MICHAEL WISE. the votes of Lyman with rum, is of a piece with edies, these have been taken as a drug which
wail either quickly kill or cure, and the form
thirteen feet of water, and when ready for
the rest of the matter presented to the public
ISAAC LORD.
er is the most likely to happen as symptoms
sea it is supposed will not exceed twenty feet.
through the medium of that paper.—It is base,
appear
which denote the last struggle is at
She has four masts, and is to be manned by
York, ss.—-Alfred, Sept. 3d, 1824.—I hereby false, wicked and contemptable ; and we again
ninety men, who were sent out in the spring certify that Jotham Perkins and William W. assert that a citizen of Alfred did say that he could hand. Fellow citizens of the county of York*
we know too well your independent spirit to
fiora Scotiund.-r-RùsL Daily Adv.
Wise, have this day, deposited with me as Treas fairchase the votes of Lyman with a gill of Rum to think you. will suffer, yourselves to be tam
urer of the County of York, a Bond, of which the each man, which if necessary we can prove in the
pered with, either by threats or promises.
Since the death of Lord Byron, most of the
most satisfactory manner.
foregc ing is a true copy.
English officers have quitted the Greek army.—
We are not at all surprised that the writer in the We trust you will nobly assert your right to
HENRY SMITH,
vote as your reason dictates, and not as (hose /
Among the nurabér la Cotone! Stanhope.
Star should endeavour to exhonorate the Esquire
Treasurer of the County of Tori.
would persuade you whose prefessiuns iî is/
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make right Appear wrong and wrong apright.—-You have heard the arguments
eveq
both sides, and we trust you wili distinlue ^ >at .^ce^^ish the candid and convincing arguments
^erty,whi(Mâ by the inhabitants of Kennebunk, from
1J/ t0 Perish
threatening, and deceptive language, which
eau {Alfred Junto have held forth, emanating
tshn’nLr VI?U0B> itiijp1 hearts as depraved as their arguments
^rcha8PfiVhe id<îof 1) futile a,,d evasive.
seriou, by ardsjt spiq
d Citizen °f r°rk County.
Jrsu“’S for the
, .

acc i‘i regard (‘iHr

s of a cause
aid of »ntoxicati *a*k ’
. lheY would v0te
I

—*»-»*>■

Peo^e °f th6 bounty of York.
—— '

‘eked, however 8 lMN deciding the question relative to the
K may appear;8u8^
Courtsand County Offices,
he Jz?n//?ej,t[1’c^llt'tethcr they shall beat Alfred, or Kennepursuing m gain^hk, you will naturally inquire, which of the
location of
places, all things considered, will best

and read.” Written notices were posted in
that vicinity, stating that the burning would
take place precisely at 8 o’clock on Monday
evening. At the hour appointed, near 300
persons collected—a pile of faggots, shavings
and tar, was placed under the gallows and
kindled ; the ñame raged furiously, and the
images were “ hewn down and cast into the
tire.” The multitude shouted ‘‘ down with
aristocrats; let the people have their rights!”
The burning was attended with explosions of
powder, in the pockets of the images.
Cayuga, A’. F. Re.

KENNEBUNK.
SATURDAF, SEPTEMBER 4, 1824.

respecting this most valuable acquisition.
The piece of 32 lbs. weight is here, and ap
pears perfectly pure and as ductile as lead.
The Dutch Government will have the ex
clusive benefit/ and have taken measures to
secure it,
[There is ho Mint hearer than at Philadel
phia, Where the Gold will be welcome, and
soon converted into American Eagles. What
has become of the North Carolina Gold
Mine?]

in a part of the impression of this days paper it
will be noticed we neglected to alter the date from
August 28th, to September 4th.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The communication over the signature of“ Caîo/‘
was leceived to late for this days papery but shall be
attended to in our next.

Arrival of the U. S. ship Franklin.
The U. S. ship of the line Franklin, Charles Stew
art, Esq. Commander, artived at New York on Sunday
last, from the Pacific. She sailed from Valparaiso on
the j8th of May and from Rio Janeiro on the aistult.
The. officers and crew are ail in good health.
wick, to Miss Elizabeth W.* Hill, dauffhK

of Mr. Elisha Hill, merchant.
S
>erty—bluihiuj^'^jonjmodale the greatest part of the inhabiYELLOW FEVER.
Mr. Burleigh, is nominated in the Star, under
redfaction^AiidL'‘4s of the county, and where they can go the Crawford Ticket ; But lest the public should be
We regret to learn that the yellew fever in
In Alfred, by Elder Henry Smith, Mr Asa
pur votes for KenneUd 8end
tl,e g^atest ease and conveni- deceived by this stratagem, we would state that Mr. Charleston continues to increase, and stran Taylor, merchant, of Newfield, to Miss Eliza
'f September in8tai!t^k and where the least expence will acrue
Kelly, of Waterborough.
Burleigh is, and always has been, the firm friend and gers are has’ening away. The Courier of the
1 Office holders of^uhe county at large, and to individuals. As
In Dorchester, Mr. John Moore,'to Miss Han
19th says—«We had hoped, from what we
supporter of John Quincy Adams.
nah
Ammidon.
deceived by falsehood,;inspects the travel, all the inhabitants of
considered favorable indications in the weather
bought with root^M8eaport towns, will hr.lurally be in favor
at the close of last week, that the progress of
FROM FRANCE.
worthy the naoeof^ennebunk.
And as it respects those
this fatal disease would have been stayed.
French Papers by the Arctic, Capt. Low, But our anticipations have by no means been
h live in the country, they have occasion
from
Havre,
are
to
July
21.
realized.
The weather, for the iast two or
ic=te~-— nravei to Kennebunk almost every day in
DIED—In Pennsylvania, the veherable Char>
A Paris paper of the 16th says, the Minis three days, (and particularly yesterday) has les Thompson, aged 95, Secretary of the Con
î^ebiixk GAzEfrf *week,
dispose of their lumber and
ter
has
been
occupied
much,
for
some
days,
—
'-If articles of country produce ; and but
beeri warm and cloudy, with frequent showers gress which declared America independent.
In Kennebunk-Port, on the 29ch inst. Cant.
en on earth so fa * few of them pass through Alfred on in negotiations with the Plenipotentiaries of raiu, which, as is ever the case, has giv
when in possesshj J wa^
Kennebunk. And if the courts from the Republic of HAYTI—and that it is en wings to the «‘Fell Destroyer,” and added Benjamin Whitten.
reported
a
Treaty
has
been
signed
acknowl

In Portsmouth, Mrs. Hannah R. Twombly0
numbers to the list of the sick and dying. It
> retain, still they i county offices were located at Kenne• each, andiuiheJiK they would find a more ready market edging the independence of that Island—-and becomes the duty, therefore, of all who may wife of Ezekial Twombly, aged 30 yeats
In Portsmouth, a child of Dr.. Joshua Hubbard,
conceive themselves liable to its influence,
'»‘suit of such, kosSltheir country produce than they now a treaty of Commerce is to follow.
The report caused much joy in the French to seek for safety, as soon as may be practi aged 5 months.
they hoped to gain^and could transact a great part of their
Ports. Although the silence of the Budget cable, beyond the reach of its baneful influ
In London, the King of the Sandwich Islands.
, of which they mi>i,iness
^ie Courts and at the public offices
created some doubts.
ence. Hitherto, indeed, its victims have been —His Queen died but a few days befqre.
the possession. T 8410,40 t*‘ne’ Whereas if they are lo
In New York, Rev. Silvan Bijotat.
The
Haytien
Envoys
are
said
to
have
been
ll very aptly àpM,| tl at Alfred, they must go and send there
mostly found amongst sea-faring persons,
In Philadelphia, Rev. Thomas G. M. Innis.
—'lake a view ufit4irl)ose’ a!id A,fre<* «ever was, and never assigned a country house near Paris for their whose peculiar exposure, rendered them more
In
New Orleans, Moses CoX, James Granded,
residence.
liable to its influence ; but in some instances
ird to the cowts
a ®avket for the country people to disTn Virginia; Hon. JOHN TAYLOR, a Mem
A French Squadron of fifteen Sail has been persons of the most regular habits, and who
nd it will heseen
luinl)erand produce. And as it
fitted out for observation and exercise, and is were exempted from exposure have suffered.” ber of the Senate of the United States.
sded ambition
,he expense, the people of Kenneruins of others atidÎ i,ave suli3C,iîxed veïT liberally, and ac- to continue at sea two mojiths. France is An extra meeting of the City Council, was
steadily preparing thr future Naval Wars.
held, when measures wene adopted to «tend
vhat they badWl' ?',ven ^0!lds lu build a permanent and
relief to all such destitute persons and strannavery than fatd‘rnient brick ^°UI>t-Ilouse and Fire
PORT OF KENNEBUNK.
.LONDON, JULY 17.
cause of theti f- And t!,e ofd county buildings at York
gers as may be unable to provide 1« themNEW WAR IN INDIA.
MEMORANDA.
selves in the present exigency.
mes, and
miSht
sold for enough to build
By the private letters from Calcutta of the
At St. Thomas, 7ch iust. Warren, of Kenne
1 “ T Jail at Kennebunk, whenever it should
16th March, it appears that the war with the
bunk, from Guyama, for New York, uncertain.
GENERAL
JACKSON.
y to see the My*“5“1?- , “ut ’¡i0“1'1 “,e Cuurt“ be
At Havre, July 21, ship Gen. Pike, Towne*
Burmese would in alt probability prove one
Shortly after the decisive action of
..........
the
forctoM
‘»W‘U tee necessary that the
of considerable magnitude, and the Governor Horse Shoe, General Jackson was desirous uncertain when and where for.
s be remored fc,?1“bc -'»"“""»I©
them in
Cleared at Richmond, 20th, Floyd, Perkins,
General was inclined to take a serious view of effecting an union with some of the army
mlv lament tint fc* »"** b,6fo,'c roa"> J'e“r’ tl',7 'vuuld be
Rio Janeiro.
ICV han tiirnpd J'F Wlth a Ôreat laX tü bulld ,leWUUeS, of th® affair. The advices state, that after Copps operating on the Georgia frontier, and
The Annah, from Saco, was lying off Barbados,
-¡duals in AM,« ! °f.ttose. uU «'"»den buildings, whicii the defeat of a body of Burmese and Assa orders to that effect was issued. The com
6th inst.
.eiedlbatthAso’r
T 7. Î
J mese by a detachment of native troops under manding officer of one of these corps being
Ar. at New York, 28th, Hiram, Saco. Below
ineering u.nbn«. ».'4*“" Juds*Ml ,o bo
wbrlh reP»" >"g; Major Newton, that officer’s party had been mqch regarded in his movements, and doubt Union, of Saco.
.
2,.
.«at upon every consideration, it would overpowered by a superior body of the enemy ing his ability to comply with the orders, from
“!
7’ r Sb«‘tliree 1“»rters »«
of ttee in- and driven back with some loss. The Gov. the scanty supply of provisions in his camp,
»>
at has h&JRtUnts of the county would vote for Ken- Gen. had in consequence directed that vessels despatched an officer to the General to repre Flour, Mackerell, 8; N. E.
ck on th« («ek|t.fc in prefc„Me t0 A|frod< because it should be at Madras and Calcutta for the sent his condition ; Jackson anticipating the
i tellings olcwm«|rea||y
f|)p
interest and conve- conveyance of troops to the frontiers oj Av a, object of the communication to be made, re
and it was supposed that the force brought in ceived the messenger with an invitation to
dtlFerent
And indee4 ¡, wuldd b, su> if were
by the reincmbeweilia| a |-ew discontented people at Alfred, to the field to act against the Burmese would breakfast ; remarking that afterwards he
SMITH & PORTER.
hey have taken la¡< w}J0Qi aro t|,e office-hqldei^ of the exceed 25,000 men, a force which it was would attend to the despatches of which he
Have for Sale
ting to deprive
regar(i their own private inter- thought would put down any the enemy could was the bearer. The accustomed homely fare
s highly valued astej(>rç tj|an tbegood of the public, and are bring against it. AH articles of commerce of parched acorns was immediately placed 1OO Bls. superfine and fine FLOUR.
Bls. and half bls. No. x & a Mackerell.
people of AffiedmajB lgreat pajn8 to mi8|ead the good people were very dull at Calcutta at the date of these before them, from which the General satisfied 150
10 Hhds. N. E. RUM.
r the rumofthe t««nd, counïy (rora {hejf true interest, by con- advices.
his appetite, expressing a hope that they
Kennebunk, September 3, 1824.
iy their courte, that ihhy cipcu|atjng tfre œost pa|pable absurdwere paiitable to his guest. The youthful
A conference on the affairs of S. America officer struck \ forcibly with his reception,
n would burstuponl«Haiid unfounded reports. But gentle
Cayenne Pepper, and Pepper
sit Las happened:li (l|je no| deceived by them, but by your is said to have been recently held between the purposely neglected his instructions and re
rs has unluckily cau^nDn |jie second Monday of September Government and foreign Ambassadors, ex turned to the camp of bis immediate com
Sauce.
I ho people ol tbisM j£unvjnce t|jC office-holders in this coun- cept those of England and Che United Sates. mander, declaring that he felt ashamed to
Madrid Let.
FEW Bottles of the first quality for Sale by
complain of their superior condition to the
1 the enormous exp ,f (¡iey ought to be the servants of the
miff ing tire courts all 11 an(j tjiat their private interests must
General in Chief, who was himself subsisting GREENOUGH, BODWELl, & Co.
The Greek Delegates in London have on acorns, and yet still moving forward in
vantage bits beentw^y (0 uie convenience of the people at
September 3, 1824.
made their acknowledgements to the commit the career of victory.
he public cost.—Ano Ï___
Qne oj f/ie peopie
tee and subscribers in Philadelphia for their
mined to correct
!■■■ _■__ i
Horse for Sale.
donations for the good cause.
OVERDOING.
■ giving it to those ib 1 MAÏI.
Mr. Wm. Pollard, of Pennsylvania, for
One of the N. York papers stated, that
5 their trust. The in-J—---------------------------- ------------------ -A
FAMILY
HORSE for sale, Which will be
merly an Officer in the Navy, is appointed a dining the progress of General La Fayette,
ink have general^- L
new-york, aug. 19.
sold low, if applied for immediately.
county with a §#«<1 MMlfrom Canandaigua, Aug. IS, 1824. Captain in the Army of Greece, and will sail up Broadway, some inconsiderate people, in
Inquire of the Printer.
the honest warmth of their zeal, attempted to
ise free of allex^r a entering tire common in Waterloo, from New York in a few days.
detach th« horses from his carriage and draw
nid benefit of the
t object that attracted our attention
Latent
from
Eng/and.-The
Nimrod,
Stirling,
has
it themselves, but were, with considerable ef
Notice.
onds that aro good» aiifo men swinging from a gallows ; apar. at New York from London, with papers to aoth fort prevented. Such an occurrence would
oinmon sense kno«»1" ¡|ng nearer, we found them labelled July.
The following articles respecting the Greeks
undoubtedly have distressed him in whose
lue performance oft^ iand Greene, [two members of the Le- and
i
Turks, are the only ones of interest reported ;
ANTED .fifteen thousand fest of hemlock
A letter from Syra of May i, speaks of the ruin of honor it was intended, Let our citizens
plank 12 or 16 feet long, 4 inches thick en
for the interest oi he of New-York, opposed to giving the
quire of
NATHANIEL JEFFERDS.
Sandia. Above 30,000 persons had leave such to the vassals of the “ Holy
5 even it' there weft®lithe choice of Presidential Electors.] “1 1£j r ,and
the rage of the Turks, who committed hor Allies; let them recollect that the real char
Kennebunk, Auguit »6, 1824.
•moving the courts ¡rwi -arrival of the stage here last evening, tied
,rible from
cruelties. At Samos, on Easter Sunday, a difwish of the coiHitLF o sooner known that it contained Red- (erence occurred between the contending parties, in acter of a republican is gratitude and gene
Collector s Notice.
men presume to opi | d . »other of the seventeen, than the iwhich above aoo persons were killed, and about 1500 rosity, tempered with self-respect, not servil
ity. Let them remember that the purpose of
heir own interest«W mmenced tolling, and in twenty min- 1peaceable inhabitants had fled to Ipsara.
with that oftbewiii'';l,ne hundreds were assembled. Mr. , The Turkish squadron had arrived off Negropont. the devoted services of Washington and La qpHE proprietors and owner# of certain lots of
Ipsariot vessels which were blockading the Fayette, was to make men of us—not horses.
■ficcd • they roust,!®3 1 thought it prudent to clear out. The Three
;island were
land, lying and situated in Lyman, are here
taken by surprise. The crews escaped
¿¡alt. Morn. Chron.
by informed that the same is taxed in the Tax bill
neople’andnottbcMohowever, soon pursued,and after ser- jashore after setting tire to their ships.
committed to me, the subscriber to collect for rhe
reserve the c(n>6Mp,‘,,l at his lodgings, about three miles
NEW BUILDINGS.
year 1822, and is as follows
a they must soCO^’sK ffiey burnt him in effigy before the
W. INDIES
gi 73
A person accustomed to notice such events MATTHEW WHIDDEN,
”9' It* it «hlnot 1)6,s said’ most
tl‘e uietllhers from
GOLD !—Extract of a letter dated Aru and to remark upon them, has stated to us,
bounded by land of Benjamin Whidden and
f1- 4 contrariety tHf of the State, have taken the canal, |
ba,
16th
July,
1824
:
—
Every
person
in
this
Thomas
Clark,
and
will
be
sold
on
Monday,
/o^bv tlmiking^ÎV^ Vil^
1 u,‘dersta,,d» howev- ,
that after th© best observation he has been
island is busily employed in digging for gold,
4<h October next, on the premises.
icnt. The J«?l'^Rochester boys are prepared to give so
£ that they cannot be had for any other em able to make on various parts of the city, the
S2 72
number of new buildings at this time erect- Heirs of ROBERT SWANSON,
| mvoured hy
]®u‘£a^^e r€CePtion on their arrival J
ployment. No doubt you will be surprtked lag» together with what have been erected
lying by the County road, leading from
or
ifhemb^'-k Ratavia.—A few more specimens iwhen I inform you one piece of pure gold
Grant’s hill to the new Meeting House', and
the past season, amounts at the fairest com
bounded by land of John Grant and William
New-Fork Eve. Post.
tizens e * »^byth«(| indignation.
At Leroy, Mr. Red- (has been found, weighing 32 lbs. 8 oz. and putation to 3470.
Warren, and will be sold the 0th of October
many pieces weighing from 14 to 16 lbs. 1
S’ nOf. ih v are notald’' rî! v«dage, lie was burned yesterday |
next, on the premises.
seen several pieces of the latter weight
ormer e\.n [0 perfiWvstyle, Indeed, I do not Relieve an have
,
About 30 Penobscot Indians have come t®
Heirs of Christopher Gillpatrick, 0 93
myself.
The
schr.
that
left
yesterday
has
do not mic
<
¡l|
fjds djstrjct dares to advocate .
Portsmouth in canoes, and encamped near
bounded by the road on Lyman and Hollis
sortofadespen
upwards of 100 lbs. on board.
the town, where they intend to tarry 5 or 6
line, leading from Jonathan Dearingsto Lim
THUS. D. JONES.
S require
weeks.
erick road, and will be sold on Wednesday
Extract ofa letterfrom an American gentleman
an taken a8
? ^.iU
r
indignation
.
—
Early
on
MoniAr indignation
the 6th Ay of October next, on the prem-’
,ui
.......... _ .—Early on Monat Curacoa, July 22 :
dll nrcure,anan>
or cure,
FIRE ’—The extensive Tin Ware Manu
ning last, two linages, somewhat reises.
The above extract is entirely confirmed ;
Notice is therefore given that unless said taxes
> Wien, with hangman’s caps on, were for since I have been in this Island, scarce factory of Deacon Caleb B. Le Bosquet, at
te the as
^of0.| openueu
spended oy
by ineir
their necks, upon a tern* three weeks, upwards of $150,000 in value of Haverhill, was destroyed by fire on Tueadaj and all necessary charges are paid on or before the
ensoftheco
erectej
§enaca pa|j
evening last, in which he and a Mr. Nowell, day specified for the sale of said land as above sta
,our independaiTP , •
.. ,----------------- "---------- T.,“, near pure virgin gold, 24 carrots have come up ware badly burnt/ Damage about $2000.
ted, so mush of said land will be sold at Public
Ion of two of the public highways in
Aruba.
Auction, to the highest bidder, as will raise a
'‘••it6’«»«*! i- The images were labelled, one from
The government of this place have noticed
The Manufacturer’s Insurance Company, of sum sufficient to disoharge the »me.
5y threats o’ / !t(tf eety' the other ‘ Erastus Woodie arth,’
it,
and
proclamations
are
in
circulation
to
JOHN ROBERTS. Qdleetor.
Boston,
have
paid
g5,350
to
the
sufferers
by
the
obly a^rt yo^
' so large that travellers might « run
prevent speculations, and other regulations, late fire in this Town.
- Lpman-i September z, 1824.
dictates, and
.
u w hose pro^’^

RUM.

W

Sbr‘ \

ül'the Sena,e-”

terror until it ceased. One sultry day, am mg his
accustomed nap after dinner, there suddenly aro-se
a cloud which produced a violent shower, accompanwith several clips of thunder. After the cloud;
had discharged its contents and passed away, Mr.
O'B-n awoke, and observing the ground was wet
he asked his wife the cause, and inquired it it han
rained ? " Yes” she replied “ there- has been a
heavy thunder shower ; ” “ and did it thunder ?’
said be, “ Yes surely.” “ By Jasus.” said he, “ why
dia’ut you wake me,, for you Know I can t sleep ’iphsn
it thuriefersf

P»«

fïre ïwmce.

Public Auction

HE President and Directors of the Mercer
Insurance Company, in Boston, inform tl
public that their'Capital Stock is Ihree hundred^
THE CONTRAST.
sand Dollars, is all paid in, and invested according
law—that they continue to make Insurance again
Fire, as expressed in their policies, for sums not
ceeding thirty thousand dollars on a risk.
ith flowers
Proposals for Insurance may be made verbally
rapture, w
in writing. No particular form is necessary to^j
To near si.
served, but the applicant should give such a descri
tion of the premises to be insured, and such mforn
5I nate
tion as may be necessary to enable tlie. Company
that
A religtous society
make a just computation of the risk.
!
its
years ago, built a very
The.circumstances that most generally affects
nes’
had it all completed u i:h the exception of a
risk, are the size and height of the Huildir.g 5^1
{ publish^ by
proved security.
hood
TIMOTHY M’lN TIRE.
number of fires kept therein ; the materials of «hi
li«-htning rod. Soon after much damage was
the walls orthe buildings are composed; the niateri
pi-in.be But
dime in the neighborhood by lightning, when
Biddeford, August i-], 1824.
of which the roof is composed ; how occupied
sue it
the proprietors became alarmed and called a
whether connected with other buildings, or separ^ .
uAfUKU POET.
meeting to hear the minds of each member.
what other boilings are in the vicinity, so near as
An elderly German v.ho owned many shares,
O be sold bv virtue of a license from the Supreme increase the risk, and what the facility with whic
jmseBMAîOïous.
engines,
ladders and water may be obtained ia-case
arose & addressed the assembly thus
ShenJudicial Court, on Monday the twenty-seventh
T(
day of September next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
fire.
. 1 '
ilemaiis, wcef pin to crate tele draubles unt
From the Trenton Emporium.
Some
of
these facts may be best communicated
crate tele speuce to pili a house for Cot Almy- on the premises, all the real estate of Elizabeth Ap a plan, which
may be easily sketched from mem
pieton, a minor and daughter of Joseph Appleton,
i.is unt cive hym to bym, now if Cot Almytis late of Hollis, deceased. Said estate consists of by any person acquainted with the premises, m
“Stand back a little,”
Faid ah old gentleman to a lively little boy who min to (hinder on his own buns, unt purn him of all the homestead farm of said deceased, lying in sufficient accuracy to give an idea of the relativesi:
situation and connexion of the buildings.
'
was pressing very clos'e to the edge ot a mill race■ up, let him dunder dem I ashdU not vote for said Hollis, excepting what was assigned to his wid
Where Insurance is wanted on several buildings
ow as her dower.
.
some people wer; digging —“stand back a little ‘ de dander rod.
ALSO-About forty acres ot land lying in said is necessary to state how much is wanted on each.
the around will cave in with you. He had hardly
The Company insure any sum on a building, j
Hollis, and
on the
of
cilJU bounded
UVUUUCUUU
UiV soutli-east^byjand
ovuu.. ~
1 John
1 Í
iAFE.
aot'the words through his teeth before the event
property not exceeding the full value of the destr ,
«q Hazelton
and John
by -land
OUS II
nazcirui: anu
ju.m Dennett
vcnuvn on the N. E. -7
- - ot
If every person would consider that be is
’ - -w_
i • - »X
1
.... a k»rtk<TinXT
« Í"1 Iland
O H ( I table interest at hazard. They prefer however
anticipated occurred—the boy fell and broke his
Ellis
B. w»
Usher,
on .1the -WT
N TYT
W- t.by
highway 'iand
who,
arm.—Th» example seemed to me applicable to a in this life nothing more than a passenger, of Mark Dresser jr. and on the S. W. by Cook s sure something less than the full value.
tain
insurance may be made on any kind of propel i
great many cases of common occurrence m life.
and that be is not to set up his rest here, but brook so called.
.
£00(1
Conditions made known at the time and p'ace 01 for account of the owner, and the policy assigned
A disposition to push forward too fast and too keep an attentive eye upon that state of Icing
any other person as collateral security with the Co
far has been the ruin of many a fffie fellow ; while to which he approaches every moment, and sale.
pany’s consent, or the loss may be made payable
SAMUEL HOPKINSON. Guardtan.
the fi
an unfortunate diffidence has consigned a great which will be forever fixed and permanent—
any other person, when the policy is made.
'
August 25,3824.
many also, to unmerited oblivion. There is a this single consideration would be sufficient to
virtu
Contingent interests may be insured, being dejti
ed as such ; as property mortgaged, or on which
medium between these too extremes, a deviation extinguish the bitterness of hatred, the thirst
vances have been made, or responsibilities incurred, j
from which on either side must always be followed of avarice, and the cruelty of ambition.
on Ik
Furniture and Household Goods, as well as Buildir , „tetart'iadwd.thereryex'stence
by bad consequences,
a«d Merchandize, may be insured. The Premium Ij «¡«»iiasla'*!“1"'“1.1 rflhe usefu
Slandback a little I would say to the man who
paid in cash, on receipt of the policy. The Lost 1. (jj of lie Creator. For nothing, ex- restr
is eagerly bent on acquiring popularity among men
paid in cash, in thirty days after proof.
toofa
origiiKffiyimpciTa- checl
by spreading abroad his own fame, and saying York, ss. At a Gourt of Probate held at York, with
The proof required is such as shall be reasonih 1
in and for said County, on the ninth day of August,
The Sopreme
self-existent an . ofcai
those things for himself that others should
Supreme Being, sci
according to the nature and circumstances of thecas |jlij ft
A. D. 1824.
.
r ,
11 and |
say for him—Stand back, and if. you are indeed
and if the parties cannot agree as to what is reasw .i tai, tali»
WHEREAS
Johi\Fairfield,
administrator
of
the
proof, it is to be submitted to reference, or deternffi ( wi*. NoeinccMstatlfeMity with
asdeserving as you think yourself others will es
estate of Ichabod Fairfield, late of Saco in
by
law,
as
the
person
insured
shall
prefer.
s
teem you more highly for being left to make the
or ij «as to tesiAt to luin, from creatures weak
said county, gentleman, deceased, has this day pre
HEATON’S noted Itch Ointment which has
In Fire Insurance the Company pay all losses, b j
discovery themselves. By mixing with an honest sented the first account of his administration of said V V
stood the test of all other ointment, and ever small, and they pay the whole loss, providi ¡]¡1 le matte. U was goodness, communi- and (
emulation a due proportion of modesty you will estate, together with his private account against said which has always been sold at fifty cents per Box is
do not exceed the sum insured, whether the pi tl jkIpouring itself Mgoodnessdc- virtu
at last reach as high a place as your ment entitles deceased, for allowance.
now reduced to thirty seven and a half.
erty be fully insured or not.
r lij to impirf liajtpinrss in all its form, lent (I
ORDERED, that the said administrator notify all Also—Doct« Davenport’s BILIOUS PILLS.
you to, and you will not rtw the danger of b£mg
’ The expense of Insurance on the safest class j
Thi
persons interested to appear at this court to be holden
For the time these Pills have been offered to the brick buildings io Boston, is 55 cents to insure S r' in thefeginui^ crated the heaven
Urne down by a torrent of disgust.
I coul
at Alfred on.the first Monday of September next, by
I heeaM Hence those innumerable or- His m
Stand back a little, I would say to sucn as. 1 of causing an attested copy of this order, to be published public, the sales of them have- exceeded the most dor a year, §2 50 per annum to insure rcoo. •
sanguine expectations of the proprietor, which may
i/limgmatures with tfhicli the earth
On the safest class of wooden bnildings, sw
ten see engaging in wild projects and extensive in the Kennebunk Gazette, _ printed at Kennebunk,
Virtue
be fairly considered an acknowledgment of their Dwelling Houses standing alone, occupied
}W; from the forest class of sensitive He sti
speculations, before they have great experience three weeks successively ; prior to the said first Mon
family and not liable to be burned by another b
many virtues.
s
( to the highest rank of reason and in- Rises
and sound judgment, matured by tune and oppor- day of September next : that they may then and
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken- ing, the premium is halfper cent per amiuj^ _ (
tunity. This matter of getting rich in a day is there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why nebunkby J. LILLIE—in KesnebunkTort byDoct.
On the class of brick buildings above mention! It , see.-Wherever there is life, there is Hunt
J. N. Langdon—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dover require» the premiums of Four Hundred years to
not the easy thing some sanguine people imagine the said account should not be allowed.
fegree of happiness; there are enjoy- Agra
JONAS
CLARK,
Judge'.
by
Wheeler
&
Tufts
—
by
the
Druggist
in
Portland
a loss. On the class of wooden buildings, it reqi
—and it is far better to go along with the world
salted to the different powers of feelings; And,
A true Copy. Attest,
and Boston, and by some persons in the principle the premiums of Two Hundred years, and this is
Much
in the old beaten track, gathering sixpences, than
114,50(1 air and Water, are with mag- And i
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
the suppositon that there will be no partial losses 1
towns from Maine to Georgia.
to hazard a flight on wings which we little know
August 13, 1824.
Also—Wheaton’s well known JAUNDICE ing the time ; but a considerable portion of tltf : iliteality made to teem with life.— Vers’c
howto manage rightly—and which when best
miums will be required to pay partial losses. .J w striking displays of creating good - He pi
BITTERS, for sale as above.
^MILITARY GOODS. OIL STOXES.
managed as often retard as speed the journey of
It appears evident therefore that the premiuii^ 1 all forth,on our part, responsive love, Truth
Kennebunk, March \, 1823. ;
:
mandedon these risks are very moderate.
prosperous life.
AIUSTARD, ^c.
ide, and vernation. To this great And,
Stand back a Utile, I would say also, to such
For risks of a more hazardous nature, the p
' of »11 existence and life, to Him who Skili’i
tradesmen and mechanics, as are trying to push
urn
is
increased
in
proportion
to
the
augment^
He ki
TiIE
>
1
the hazard.
/ j ¡1 aWasiptoieliold the light ol day, The I
their neighbors off the course, by underbidding, and
COL
’
JMBUii
SPEWM*
wem
*
1
HAS for sale a general assortment of Mifesry
The conditions on which this Company instil i enjoy all tie comforts which his world
idw shuffling; the people will find yo-J om, by
Goods, such as Swords, Epauletts, Guns, ON A NEW, EASY, AND ENTERTAINING CLAN. believed
|
to be as favorable and convenient toj
f h, lei our hearts send Ihrtb a perpetual
and by if you push forward in this way, and ten Pistols, Plumes, Cords, Lace, Braids, Buttons, &c. &c.
sured, as they can be made, consistently with.
By S. W. COLE.
I! ofpraise. Evening and morning let us
to one but in the end you will come out with your He has also on hand a quantity of Hindoston Oil
regard to the interests and security, of the Instil«
dtBim,who maketh the morning and
breeches in the gutter; stand back-rest upon Stones suitable for Hones, and tools of all descriptions. Extract of a Letter from Rev. Dr. Payson, of
The Company continue to make Insurance ea
01
your merit—if that wont support you, nothing The Stones are warranted equal if not superior to any
rine Risks as heretofore, for sums not exceeding
Porilandh to the Author.
* to rejoice over our heads; who kind
Turkey Stone$ impm ted into this country. Mustard
“ I have examined te Columbian Spelling /y Thousand Dcdlars on a risk.
« md and sofifet/i the desire of eve- tore
else will.
for families use, and a general assortment of English
Per order,
MOSES L. HALE,
Book, with some attention, and am much pleased
Stand back a little, I should say, if an old bach
R. Let us rejoice that we are dioui
and West India Goods may be found at his store,—
elor was allowed to say any thing about such mat
with it. It appears to be well adapted to facili
He receives in payment Corn, Grain, Butter, Pork,
rat0«Mubich is the production sens
THE
Subscriber
having been
tate the task of the instructor, and the progress of
ters, to many a pretty girl whom I have seeu ea and nearly all kinds of Country produce.
Agent of the Merchants Insurance Company Sil SsJ»«, over which a supreme ininter
gerly tunning into company at sixteen—stand back
the pupil. I think it deserves, and doubt not that purpose of making Insurance against Fire, wilif
Kennebunk, August 20, 1824.
'Mes; and where nothing hap— you will have beaux enough to plague you by
senti
it will obtain, admission into our schools.”
proposals from those in Kennebunk and the neg
“hasnotplanned and arranged from
and by, and there’s no need of being in such a hur
ing towns, who may wish to insure property.J l ■ . :
.......... ->5
rigir
From Rev. Thomas Jameson, Preceptor of Ef K
BENJAMIN SMIT
111 «'s decree.-fc
ry to get yourselves in trouble. For though I
His I
fingham, fJJ. H. J Academy.
Kennebunk, Aug, 13, 1824«
am no cynic, I half approve of Moore’s sentimental BY virtue of a Licence from the Judge of Probate,
tatcj
O for the County of York, to sell so riiuch of the
“ With much pleasure, I have examined the
pOffBRN MIRACLE.
rhapsody —
real estate of Jeremiah Hill,. Esq. late of Biddefiprd, Columbian Spelling Book. In my opinion
mine
£l
a<
T
a
n
1
i
"
the
Norfulk
“Oh what a pure and sacred thing
deceased, as will raise the sum of eight hundred and the work is excellent. The matter in general is
knot
JhelSthmst. AH we shall sav is
sixty-five dollars, and also by another licence from the good, and its arrangement is superior toany work
Is beauty curtained from the sight
said Judge to sell so much of the real estate of Mark
£‘nn°W,racie8 sitlce ^e days j fact,
Of the gross world, illumining
that I have seen of the kind.
I
think
it well aaloft
NTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared S
L. Hill, of said Biddeford deceased, as will raise the
One only mansionwith her light —
dapted to the-capacities of children, and would
RY J AMES.—An approved remedy W
iXvC ifeS°')(ine83and Pow’ * scor
and am seriously of opinion that it would be better, sum of twenty-one hundred and fifty Dollars.
The following real estate will be sold at* Public cheerfully recommend it to the patronage of an en neptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositivei$
flatt
if our sweethearts were a little more inclined to Vendue on Saturday the 4th day of September next,
wl’J •
a ^amP Meetine
Piles.
. .
1
lightened public.”
kwS'^!?“8115> l884-S 1 and
the same idea.
r
» at one of the clock afternoon, at the house of Rufus
It is well known that Dyspeptia is onei
From I. W. Bourne, Preceptor of the Academy
In fine—It would be well for us all to—Stand Banks Innholder in Saco, viz.
most frequent diseases of our country. 1«
«h&';lll8b0«specta.j ishei
in Kennebunk.
back a little—fte™ would be less crowding and
About 150 Acres of Land, at a place called Winter
like
mencement is indicated in different patients 6
An attentive and careful examination of the ons symptoms, (rf which the most remarkable?
jostling of one another—and we should all go on Harbour, adjoining lands of William Benson, and oth
- '’"’«XontheeveT’
Zeal* ,uuc
lude
ers in Biddeford in lots to suit purchasers.
Columbian Spelling Book, its method and
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate cositi
more safaly, easily and happily.
O. O.
iSl
8
n§
°
f
,'
e
15th
,
ahb
A field or lot of land, bounded on a lane and on arrangements, authorize me in saying, that in my headach, commonly called nervous or sick W I
p°pC1’ateilonbv
"
—----It
land? of Jere. Hill and others, marked out on a plan opinion, it is as well calculated to facilitate the yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity oh« | MGed
When Dr Franklin had approached to the very in house lots.
pi
progress of youth as any book of the kind with ach after eating, often called heart burn, 1® ( Mprodifinn.«. a eyes to gaze to
unit
close of his life, he reasoned thus coolly with a
Two wharf lots, with the flatts and priviledge.
or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the ®> .
^moStawfuiSfec|.
A lot of land about 52 acres, part of the Tyng which I am conversant, and as such. I cordially the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness
friend :__ “ Death is necessary to the. constitution
mini
recommend it to the patronage of the public.
as sleep, we shell rise as refreshed in the morning. lot so called.
debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression
1
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ship
A house lot and orchard adjoining lands of the heirs
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BOURNE.
The course of nature must soon put a period to
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John Pike and others.
From the Rev. Xath. II. Fletcher, pastor of Piles being connected with indigestion al ,
the present mode of existence. This I shall sub of Half
a lot of land in Biddeford and Arundel, which
tiveness are certainly and speedily removep. s rfp^anrei' i t l® sPace °f‘4O blip
the Congregational Society in Kennebunk.
mit to with less regret, as having seen during a said Jere. Hill and Mark L. Hill bought of Samuel
Pills.
,
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long life, a good deal of this world, I feel a grow Parkman.
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he Columbian Sti.ll?ng Book conafflicted witn
with any or
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Persons amictea
Also, so much of the other half as lies in the town tains a good classification ot words, and a juing curiosity to became acquainted with some
assured that lhe Anti-Dysp^tic Pilh
.SWISS''“» ; cent
other. l ean with cheerful confidence resign my of Biddeford..
dicious division of them into syllables. Its ecjy wej| worth their attention, and entitled!
Also, part of the Tyng lot so called, lying in the^
spirit to that great atid good parent of mankind,
confidence.
.
method and ils matter are both well adapted entire----town of Biddeford and adjoining the lands before men
1 ’'•«fitvf’ttr llS nalu,'al “P- syc<
who created it, and who has so graciously,protect 
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to the capacities of children ; 1 would there
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tioned bought of S. Parkman.
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ed. me from my birth to the present hour.
Half a house and about one quarter of an acre of fore recommend it to the publick as proper to
kexxebuxk
wor
land, where Samuel Taibox now lives.
be used in our schools.
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August 22, 1823.
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Also, all the lands in the town of Arundel and Ken
N. H. FLETCHER.
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««in .‘isive ’ l,'u® be- the
nebunk-Port, belonging to the heirs of said Jeremiah
The Columbian Spelling Book, is sold,
the
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“ I enquired of Tumc-To whom, said I, was erected
Hyde, and D. C. Poole, Portland ; Parker Shel
thio building, which you have leveled to the ground , chasers.
HE subscriber has removed his Office:W
I T 2? Pcrs'^ a’fhewas seen ery
Conditions will be made known at fhe time and don, Gardiner ; William M. Ladd, Augusta ;
Tme-made no answer ; but spread his quick wjn^
room over the shop of Phineas Steve
E. E.BOl
and hastened his flight. I then spoke to Eame~O place of sale, where a more particular description and William Hastings, Watterville ; and by J. & R.
thou,Hbe parent of all.thatsurvives! Thou who-bhe plan of the lands will be exhibited.
LEE,
“‘e
Augusti 6, 1824«
f Administrators’ on Gardner, Hallowell.
cast her troubled ^nd sorrow swollen eyes upon the
WM. E.Wkp
,n8
Julty, 23, 1824.
I the Estate of "JereI
JOHN o*1??»
ere
ground, in th.0 attitude of one whose heart is too full
gre
I
niiah
Hill,
Esq.
deto utter words. "Wondering and confused-at what I
ety
SAMUEL PEIRSON, \ ceased with the Will
had'seen/I was turning a*ide from, the rhoptmiet,
(annexed,
and
Ad

tliO
JONATHAN
KING.
wheri I saw Oblivion stepping from stone to stone.
' ir price
price on
on delivery,
delivery, W
«>1 1|(t
ASH, at a fair
ministrators c-n the rflHE Subscriber will pay a fair price for one or two
T'UOtl, exclaimed I, thou must be acquainted with it
5’’,l^Sîlrf,,,tlle l'armo. ant
for about 20 thousand fee^,ofn|9t
JL hundred Bushels of Tbixsced. He aha continues
| Estate of Mark. L
ah, shew me !— lie interrupted me’ with a voice like
chantable boards, well seasoned, to be llie
|_
Hill deceased.
to give the higest price for,
deep thimder M a distance—I care npt what
of
diately in repairing the brick store lalf f
Biddeford, July 30, 1824been—it is iiflus mine.
O be sold at Public Auction, to the highest bid
der, on Tuesday the 21st day of September
next, on the premises, at one o’clock in the afternoon
a Farm, situated in Biddeford, near the road wading
from Alfred to Saco, containing about one hundreo
acres of good Land, one half of which is under culti
vation, with a convenient two story dwelling House,
and out buildings all of which are in good repair.
¿iso—Prom 15 to 20 tons of good English Hay, 12
Head of Stock, 20 Sheep, together- with all the farm
ing
Utensils belonging to said Farm.
in Pennsylvania, some
Conditions.—A third to be paid down, and a liberal
elegant meeting-house, credit wiil be given for the restb with Notes, and ap
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JUST PUBLISHED,

BARNABAS PALMER,

Administrator'’s Sale.

Valuable Medicine.

A

Sold

JOHN IILLl
.

Notice.

T

Boards Wanted.

Flaxseed,

C

Mr. 0'15—n was very much afraid of thunder and
lightning; if a thunder storm happened in thenight,
he td-w.ay s
lighted his house, and sat in sjlent

OWEN BURNHAM,

Mustard Seed.

and wishes to take a few hundred pounds of good
AS taken the front part of Col. Enoch Hardy’s Butter for which a fair price will be given in exchange
for goods.
RANA BAS PALMER,
Store.

H

in this place.

1

JOHN OSBORN«

Kennebunk, July 20, 1824,
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